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daily schedule 

CIT CA/MP is organized around 2 daily ZOOM sessions:
morning session: 10:00 – 11:30 AM 

afternoon session: 2:00 – 3:00 PM

morning session is where you will introduce the daily theme.

afternoon session is where the CITs will work on both their projects as well as their “push-in” activities that they will do with the CA/MP 
groups on Thursday.  

  
 how to set up your virtual CA/MP classroom
how to set up your space to bring the cj *fun* home:
oilcloth on your work surface to create a white, bright, and clear workspace for all project making.

brightly lit (lots of windows) space! focus on having light on your face rather than being back lit. natural lighting is preferable.

semi-noise free room with minimal outside distractions.

minimize visual distractions going on in your background.

wear your cj shirt or another bright colored shirt (profanity free!)

notes on tech: be prepared to use both your phone camera *as well as* your computer camera on zoom for optimal 
connection and views of the projects. make sure to mute the microphone on your phone to avoid feedback.
set up the phone in ring light tripod for overhead shots of the making station for project how-tos.

set up a computer so that it is focused on your face and you are able to keep kids engaged!

instruct CITs to use speaker view or to pin your screen to see you as the biggest participant in the call. when using two screens (phone + 
computer) participants must *pin* the phone view to make it the biggest part of their screen.

take it slow! 
please speak slowly and clearly when speaking to students! take into account that there may be a lag in the wifi and internet connection!



ZOOM norms 
make sure that the following settings are in place before each ZOOM class meeting for the safety of our ca/mpers and the 
effectiveness of class:
Join Before Host - OFF
Require Password - ON
Mute Participants Upon Entry - ON
Chat - OFF
Private Chat - OFF
Screen Sharing - Host Only!
Virtual Backgrounds - OFF
Record Sessions - ON

notes on using the mute feature:
please mute all participants while you are talking. CITs can unmute themselves to ask questions or raise their hands and you can unmute 
them when you call on them. 

if you think your CIT group can handle it, during debriefs and the discussion based portion of the week, you are more than welcome to 
turn them all off mute and have them participate more freely. 

how to keep your class engaged online
*always* start with a break down of the day, an introduction of the theme, and by reading the “dear CIT” section of the curriculum

make sure all CITs have a chance to say at least one thing per zoom session.

class participation is key! this is not school so make sure you bring as much of the curious jane camp vibe to class as possible! 

*always* close out the day with roses and thorns

keep it fun! curious jane is all about making cool things, the amazing connections, and of course, all of the fun! fun remains the number 
one rule of ca/mp!



CJ Weekly Special
CIT Scavenger Hunt 
to make a Token for a Friend!

Time to make a new friend, learn about their goals, 

and make an awesome and *super* DIY token for them to 

be virtually given at the end of the week! This week, the 

weekly project will be all about building a token for a 

new friend in your CIT group. 

By using the CIT Scavenger Hunt List as the guide, CITs 

will spend a little bit of time each morning both 

scavenging for items and getting to know their new 

friends! On Monday, the first task will be to group the 

CITS in pairs (or the occasional trio!). After they break 

out and get to know each other by filling out their CIT 

Scavenger Hunt partner questionnaire, they will pick 

*two* things on their scavenger hunt list to collect 

around their house. Each day, they will pick a new *two* 

to add to the token  for their friend. By the end of the 

week, they will have collected all 10 items on their 

scavenger list and created an individualized and 

superbly unique token for their new friend.

Give the CITs  time to work on their tokens and 

scavenge for their items at the beginning of each 

morning session.

token for a friend

curiousjane.fun

your name: 
 
your friend’s name:

what is your favorite thing to do in your free time?

what is your greatest strength? what is something you want to work on?

who do you admire most? what do you admire about them?

what is your dream job? what inspired that dream?

what is one word that your best friend would use to describe you?



CJ Weekly Special
Blackout Poetry 
Section of Michelle Obama’s  
Commencement Speech 2020

This week, the second week-long project will be the 

creation of a Blackout Poem. Each CIT will have time each 

day to work on the poem. At the end of the week, each CIT 

will make a frame for the poem. 

All CITs will start with the same print out when 

working on their poetry. The amazing thing about this 

project is to see how many different versions will be 

created at the end of the week from the same starting 

point. 

Encourage the CITs to engage with the text, and to 

be super creative in the way they black out the words. 

They can cut and rearrnage the text, use different craft 

materials (from markers, to washi tape to construction 

paper and anything in between), or any other technique 

to create a unique piece of poetry and art.

Section of Michelle Obama’s Commencement Speech 2020

“... What kind of person do you want to be? 
Here’s the thing, you have the opportunity to 
learn these valuable lessons faster than the 
generations before you. You can learn them 
together as a cohort of young people ready to 
take on the world, no matter how tumultuous it 
may be.

That leads me to my second lesson, in an 
uncertain world time tested values like honesty 
and integrity, empathy and compassion. That’s 
the only real currency in life. Treating people 
right will never ever fail you. Now, I’m not naive. 
I know that you can climb a long way up the 
ladder selling falsehoods and blaming others for 
your own shortcomings, shunning those with 
less privilege and advantage. But that is a heavy 
way to live. It deadens your spirit and it hardens 
your heart may seem like a winning strategy 
in the short run. But trust me, graduates that 
kind of life catches up to you. You rob yourself 
of the things that matter most. Deep and loving 
connections with others, honest work that leads 
to lasting contributions to your community. The 
vibrancy that comes from a diversity of ideas 
and perspectives, the chance to leave this world 
a little better than you found it.

Don’t deprive yourselves of all that. There is no 
substitute for it. Instead, make a decision to use 
your privilege and your voice for the things that 
really matter, which is my third lesson today, to 
share that voice with the rest of the world. For 
those of you who feel invisible, please know that 
your story matters, your ideas matter, your 
experiences matter, your vision for what our 
world can and should be, matters. So don’t ever, 

blackout poetry

ever let anyone tell you that you’re too angry 
or that you should keep your mouth shut. 
There will always be those who want to keep 
you silent. To have you be seen, but not heard. 
Maybe they don’t even want to see you at all, 
but those people don’t know your story. If you 
listen to them, then nothing will ever change. So 
it’s up to you to speak up when you or someone, 
you know isn’t being heard, it’s up to you to 
speak out against cruelty, dishonesty, bigotry, 
all of it. It’s up to you to march hand in hand 
with your allies to stand peacefully with dignity 
and purpose on the front lines, in the fight for 
justice.

Here’s the last part. It’s up to you to couple every 
protest with plans and policies, with organizing 
and mobilizing and voting and that’s my final 
piece of advice. Graduates, anger is a powerful 
force. It can be a useful force, but left on its 
own it will only corrode and destroy and sow 
chaos on the inside and out. But when anger 
is focused, when it’s channeled into something 
more, oh, that is the stuff that changes history. 
Dr. King was angry. Sojourner Truth was 
angry. Lucretia Mott, Cesar Chavez, the folks at 
Stonewall, they were all angry, but those folks 
were also driven by compassion, by principle, 
by hope.

...So what does that mean for your time? It 
starts where change always starts in your own 
home, in your own social circles, in your own 
neighborhoods, at your own dinner tables. 
Sometimes it’s easier to stand with strangers 
that are protesting than it is to challenge 
someone in your own backyard…”



today we start by checking in with ourselves. 

why are we at ca/mp? where are we coming from, and where 

do we want to go? who are we now, and who do we want to be? 

all leaders know the importance of a reflective process. self 

reflection includes recognizing the areas where we glow *pat 

yourselves on the back*, and where we need to grow *how can 

we do more?*. a leader must be in touch with her, his or their 

strengths and weaknesses in order to lead others to success and 

be the change that they want to make in the world. self reflection 

makes us stronger, and of course, we want to be the best we can 

be! 

today we are going to start our reflective process with a few 

activities that allow us to get to know each other a little better, 

and help set ourselves up for success this week and beyond.

we are going to start the morning off with a scavenger hunt 

and create a token for a friend. this afternoon we will create 

positive mantra fortune cookies and discuss potential ways to 

push-in to our younger camper bunks later this week. let’s do 

this! 

ready, set, reflect!

Monday Theme: Self Reflection

dear CITs,



Monday Schedule 

Project 1: Token for a Friend
Project 2: Blackout Poetry
Project 3: Fortune Cookies
morning session (1.5 hours)
Ice Breaker:  Name + Food that starts with the same letter, Name + Favorite Food, Name + Favorite Summer treat, etc.

Introduction to CIT Camp!  Read “Dear CIT” and go over today’s CIT theme – Self Reflection. Briefly run through CIT schedule for the week 
highlighting things such as the push-in activity for CA/MPers on Thursday, themes that will be introduced each day, and the overall goal of the CIT CA/MP 
program – to build leadership skills, and give you the tools to be confident, brave, and strong in your community!

Introduce week long project 1: Token for a Friend - CITs will be using their scavenger hunt list of items + their “Token for a Friend” hand out to 
spend the week making thoughtful and individualized tokens for their partner. Have CITs breakout in pairs, fill out questionnaires, and go and collect 
their first two Scavenger Hunt items! The partners that are assigned for “Token for a Friend” will be the same partners that will work together for the 
push-in games for CA/MPers.

Introduce week long project 2: Black Out Poetry - epxplain project and read through selected passage.

afternoon session (1 hour)
Introduce Push-In Activity: Introduce CITs to leading the “push-in” activity via ZOOM for CA/MPers. Have them brainstorm in their pairs as to what 
activity they want to lead. Push them to think about how they can translate some of their favorite games to ZOOM accessible. Go over how to plan and 

prepare as a group – what will work, what won’t work, what will help you to be a successful leader in a group of students, etc.

Introduce project: Fortune Cookies and project how-to. Have CITs create messages for their fortune cookies that they want to bring with them past 
this week and into their futures as leaders. Work on making fortune cookies.

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Theme – “what it means to be a leader” Projects:  Blackout Poetry, Mini Peg People + Clay Sets

Closing game: Roses and Thorns to close out



fortune cookies
gift it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 
fabric scraps 

sticky-back craft foam 

pliable wire (18 gauge) 

paper fortunes 

scissors, pencil and pen 

this fold is tricky! it takes 
a little practice. keep trying 

until it takes shape.
write a fortune on a strip of paper, 
and lay it across the inside of the circle.

fold the circle in half, like a taco, 
with the wire running along the bottom, 
and the fortune in the middle.

using both hands, press into the 
center, bending the wire, to create a 
fortune-cookie fold. the pliable wire is 
just stiff enough to hold the shape.

cut a length of wire, slightly 
shorter than the diameter of the 
circle; remove the paper backing, 
and press the wire in place along 
the middle of the circle.

trace a circle, about 3 inches 
across, on the back of your craft 
foam. you can trace a cup to create 
a perfect circle. carefully cut it out. 

stick the circle to your fabric, 
and trim around the edges.



what do you think it means to be a leader? what are the 

qualities that leaders should have? how do leaders use their 

voices? how do leaders connect with their audience? 

this morning we are going to look at a handful of 

inspirational leaders of the times, and think collaboratively 

about what makes them truly special. how do they inspire 

others? why do we feel compelled to listen to their ideas? what 

are they fighting for, and how are they doing it? let’s take a dive 

into leadership qualities through the work and words of greta 

thunberg (climate change action), michelle obama (becoming 

an agent of change), laverne cox (lgbtq+ representation in pop-

culture and hollywood) and alejandro gac-artigas (closing the 

gap in education). 

we want to hear from you too; who is your inspiration? who 

do you admire most? what do you want in a leader? we will 

finish up the morning with an intro to blackout poetry and self 

expression. in the afternoon we’ll get crafty and make peg-

people leaders, then set the scene for their practice through 

creating mini clay sets. 

ready, set, inspire! 

Greta Thunberg click here
Courage to stand up for what you believe at a young age (16 y.o., 
Sweden) 
Makes the change she wants to see in the world and leads by example 
(she takes a boat instead of a plane because that leaves to much of a 
carbon footprint) 
Confronts world leaders to make structural changes to benefit the 
planet and humanity 
Brings people together - “We are so different in many ways, but we 
are still fighting for the same cause” 

Michelle Obama click here and click here
Know that the change you are working for matters, and the work you 
do matters, whether you see immediate change (or not, because it can 
make a difference in the future) 
Believes that there are heroes ALL around us (our family, friends, 
teachers) 

Laverne Cox click here (first 3 minutes)
Fighting on behalf of the Transgender Community in Hollywood, 
paving the way for those who see aspects of themselves in her
when we share our stories and our personal experiences we change 
the narrative of the world and make others feel like they matter - 
when we own our stories we can write a brave new ending 

Alejandro Gac-Artigas click here 
Worked in the field and discovered there was a problem in education, 
looked for solution based on personal experiences

Tuesday Theme: What it Means to be a Leader

dear CITs,



Tuesday Schedule

Project 1: Blackout Poetry
Project 2: Mini Peg People + Mini Clay Sets 
morning session (1.5 hours)
Scavenger Hunt/Token for a Friend: 5-10 Minutes to go on scavenger hunt for 2 more items + work on “Token for a Friend”

Introduce Daily Theme:  Read “Dear CIT” and go over today’s CIT theme – What it means to be a leader. Introduce 4 examples of leaders with video 
clips & ask CITs these follow-up questions:
Why do you think they are a good leader?
What qualities do they have that you see in yourself?
How have they inspired you or how do you think they have inspired others?

Blackout Poetry: work on blackout poetry projects

afternoon session (1 hour)
Push-In Activity: Breakout into pairs to spend 10 minutes working on “Push-in” CA/MPer group activity.

Introduce Project: Mini Peg People + Mini Clay Sets – Encourage CITs to make a mini peg person of someone who inspires them. What would the mini 
clay set look like for that inspirational individual? What about if this Mini Peg Person is you? What mini clay set would they need to keep them confident, 
brave, and an effective leader?

Work time: work on peg people and mini clay sets. 

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Theme – “Goals & Organization” Projects: Bullet Journal and Jacob’s Ladder

Closing game: Roses and Thorns to close out



peg people and pets
create it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 

wood doll pegs 

pom-poms

crafty bits

colorful tapes

hot glue gun 

wrap
with colorful tapes

glue
pom-poms for hair or fun fur!

embellish
with other crafty bits

this Tail
 

is out of 

control!



mini clay set
mold it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

think of a theme for your toy set. 

create your set.

package it up. fun!

maker checklist 

polymer clay

toothpicks (for details)

tin with lid

label + markers

some ideas for 
inspiration... 
favorite 
breakfast foods  

favorite desserts 
things in your 
backpack



let’s get organized! 

organization is key when it comes to leading others. 

planning is always a good place to start, and can help us 

visualize what the next step is to achieving our goals. 

today we will be sharing tips and tricks that help us stay 

organized in our everyday lives. this morning we will make 

personalized bullet journals that help us set our goals for the 

day, week, month and even year! 

in the afternoon we will transform those goals from 2D on 

paper to 3D in creating a jacob’s ladder, our very own ladder to 

our dreams for us to climb and achieve. 

let’s set that bar high and hold each other up. the sky’s the 

limit! 

ready, set, climb!

Wednesday Theme: Goals & Organization

dear CITs,



Wednesday Schedule

Project 1: Bullet Journal
Project 2: Jacob’s Ladder
morning session (1.5 hours)
Scavenger Hunt/Token for a Friend: 5-10 Minutes to go on scavenger hunt for 2 more items + work on “Token for a Friend”

Introduce Daily Theme:  Read “Dear CIT” and go over today’s CIT theme; goals & organization
Introduce Bullet Journal

Get Organized: Make and finish up a mini bullet journal

Blackout Poetry: work on blackout poetry projects

afternoon session (1 hour)
Introduce Project: Jacob’s Ladder – Go over project how-to steps. *together we are building the ladder that is going to get us to be our most effective 
leaders and most confident selves*

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Theme – “Confidence & Show what you Know” Activity: Push in activity in ZOOM classrooms  
Project: finish Blackout Poetry and frame

Closing game: Roses and Thorns to close out



push your edges together 
so that the cut edge opens up to form a 
diamond shape.

keep pushing your paper together 
until the opening disappears and a little 
booklet starts forming.

coax one "page" of your newly 
formed 4 page booklet to the front to 
become the cover.

press the edge of your folded booklet 
to create the spine.

mini bullet journal
track it! organize it! plan it!

maker checklist 

paper, pencil, ruler, X-acto

paper clip 

force one page around 
to become the cover

fold your paper into 8 equal sections.  
if your paper is thick like cardstock, use a bone 
folder (or paper clip!) to score before folding 
and then use its edge to press a nice crisp 
crease on your folds.

score means to create a crease where you 
plan to fold your paper so it doesn’t crack 
when you fold it.

open your paper and lay it horizontally, 
so you have 4 boxes on top and 4 on the 
bottom.

mark a line across the middle 2 boxes.

cut carefully along your marked line, 
making sure your paper stays attached on the 
outer 2 boxes.

fold your paper in half the long way, so 
that the cut is open on the top.

make your mini journal

voila! you made an 
8-page mini-journal 
out of one single 
sheet of paper!

track the past, organize the present, and plan for the future! 



bujo how to

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

write in your mini 
bullet journal 

bullet journal collection page ideas
weekly calendar 
monthly calendar 
daily log 
birthdays 
top ten lists 
travel wish list 
gift ideas 
movies to watch 
books to read 
important dates 
yearly goals 
favorite quotes 
water tracker

sleep tracker 
study tracker 
things you love 
favorite memories 
dreams and goals 
favorite songs 
fun facts 
fitness tracker 
meal planner 
things you want to try 
wish list 
favorite craft supplies 

the key to a sucessful bullet journal 
is to write down notes and pair them with the 
appropriate symbol to quickly categorize your life 
into sections.

the method to this madness 
is called rapid logging and here are the insider 
secrets to its success:

1. be consistent 
and keep up with the log regularly

2. keep it short

3. choose a simple system to start 
and allow it to evolve as you find what works best

when any of the above are complete, their symbols get filled in  

with the option to add a star for emphasis and special attention

collections are the final and and superful optional 
component to bullet journaling.  
they are general topic pages for anything that’s not a log, like a list of books to read, 
movies to see, or a review of thank-you cards to write... 

the third layer to this process are the signifiers which are 
symbols that come before each task or thought: 

a bullet journal has three major components:

the first and most 
important is the index. 
the index functions as a table of 
contents for your journal and allows  
for the logging to be done in any order 
as long as the pages are all numbered 
and noted. 

the second are the logs. 
there are 3 types of logs: daily, monthly and 
future. each log has the days numbered and 
listed on one page, with the option on the 
facing page to include general goals that don’t 
fall on a specific day but over a segment of time 
(a week or month). 

a box indicates things to get done

a triangle indicates appointments and 
places to go

a dot indicates things to remember

a heart indicates things not to forget 
or ideas

an arrow through any symbol indicates 
migration: the carrying over of things from 
a previous week or month into the next



bullet journaling (also 
referred to as bujo by those 
cool enough to know...) is a “to-
do system” used to track the 
past, organize the present, and 
plan for the future. 

bullet journaling is 
also an outlet to stay 
creative. there are 
tons of stunning, ultra-
creative and beautiful 
bullet journals out 
there to look at for 
inspiration. you can 
find many examples on 
pinterest, you tube and 
instagram.

bullet journals are great 
for staying organized, 
but they are also a place 
to keep goals, scrapbook, 
record dreams, 
experiment with collage, 
track how many hours 
of sleep you're getting or 
how much water you're 
drinking, record what 
a day in your summer 
will look like, or try your 
hand at some cool hand 
lettering!



lay sticky-side up and stick ribbon

add non-sticky and sandwich

wrap ribbon up and across

jacob’s ladder
make it!

maker checklist 

sticky back craft foam (8 squares 3x3” each)

regular craft foam (8 squares 3x3” each)

3 lengths of ribbon (36–40” each)

peel the back off your first sticky square and lay sticky side up. 
stick the end of one ribbon to the center with the length of it extending 
to the left. place the other two ribbons in the top and bottom third of the 
square, extending to the right.

affix a non-sticky square on top, 
with the ribbons sandwiched in the middle.

wrap your ribbons up and around the square 
(snug, but not too tight! keep a tiny bit of slack at the edges). press 
against the sticky square and leave the ends in the opposite direction.



want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

lay another sticky-side up

wrap ribbon and press to stick

add non-sticky and sandwich

peel the back off the next sticky-back square 
and lay it *sticky side up* on top of the ribbons.

wrap your ribbons up and around the square 
(snug, but not too tight! keep a tiny bit of slack at the 
edges). press against the sticky square and leave the 
ends in the opposite direction.

affix a non-sticky square on top, 
with the ribbons sandwiched in the middle. 

repeat steps 3–6 until all 16 squares of foam 
have been used to make the 8 sections of the 
Jacob’s Ladder. On the 8th and final section, 
trim the ribbon so that the end of the ribbon 
is sandwiched between the squares and 
there is no more ribbon sticking out.

mix-and-match colors! 
the jacob’s ladder is made of 8 pairs of squares 
(1 sticky + 1 non-sticky square per section)

play!



it is time to share your new skills and radiate your confidence! 

having confidence in your ideas communicates to others 

that you know what to do, you have what it takes, and you are 

ready to forge ahead. how do we exude confidence? how do we 

believe in ourselves and in others? how do we know we’re 

ready? 

this morning we will finalize our push-in activities for 

younger campers just before, drum roll please, entering their 

zoom rooms and leading away! we are feeling confident and 

ready to share. 

in the afternoon we will debrief our push-in experiences and 

wind down with blackout poetry and framing. 

remember your goals, have trust in your abilities. ready, set, 

engage! 

ready, set, engage!

Thursday Theme: Confidence and 
Show What you know
dear CITs,



Thursday Schedule

Project: Blackout Poetry and Frame
morning session (1.5 hours)
Scavenger Hunt/Token for a Friend: 5-10 Minutes to go on scavenger hunt for 2 more items + work on “Token for a Friend”

Introduce Daily Theme:  Read “Dear CIT” and go over today’s CIT theme; confidence + show what you know

Prepare for Push-In Activities with CA/MPers: Last minute questions and prep time to lead push-in activity with CA/MPers

Lead the Activity!: Go into CA/MP ZOOM rooms with your partner and lead the activity!

Debrief on Push-In Activities: Discuss the experience together
What is one thing you think you did really well?
What is one thing that your partner did really well?
What was a challenge that you didn’t expect?

What was a super fun part that you didn’t expect?

afternoon session (1 hour)
Finish Project: Finish black out poetry, review how-to for poetry frame, complete blackout poetry + frame

Q+A: Any questions?

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Theme – “Wrapping Up + Biggest Takeaways” Project: 6-in-1 Cube Stamps 

Closing game: Roses and Thorns to close out



blackout poetry
frame it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 
blackout poem  

4 paint stir sticks 

masking tape 

double sided tape 

bullnose clips 

string to hang 

sandwich the top and bottom 
of your artwork between two 
pairs of paint stir sticks

secure the sticks 
using masking tape and double  
stick tape, or glue.

clip two large bulldog clips at the top 
and run a piece of pretty cord through 
them.

first make your blackout poem. select the 
words you want to *keep* for your poem, 
and *black out* the rest. use doodles, 
tape or any other craft supplies... then 
frame it for display! here’s how:



it has been an amazing week of fun, reflection, discussion and 

making. 

take a moment, close your eyes, and think back on everything 

that you’ve accomplished since monday. it all started with 

making new friends and checking in with yourselves. in one 

week’s time, we’ve grown together. it’s okay to smile, to feel 

proud, and to feel successful. you earned it!

today we will bring our journey full circle and come 

together one last time to reflect. where did we start earlier this 

week, and where do we stand now? what were your most 

enjoyable moments? what challenges did you face, and how did 

you overcome them? what do you know about leadership, and 

how will that serve you in the future? how do you share this new 

knowledge with others? how can you stay connected? 

Friday Theme: Wrapping Up and 
Biggest Takeaways
dear CITs,

a good place to start is with our 6-in-1 stamp and stationery 

design. we will be making personalized stamps and stationery to 

write letters to our cj friends and family! keeping in touch shows 

that you care. 

one last time...

ready, set, make!



Friday Schedule

Project 1: 6-in-1 Cube Stamps + Stationery Sets
morning session (1.5 hours)
Scavenger Hunt/Token for a Friend: 5-10 Minutes to go on scavenger hunt for 2 more items + work on “Token for a Friend”

Finish Project: Finish up “Token for a Friend” and present it to the group!

Introduce Daily Theme:  Read “Dear CIT” and go over today’s CIT theme; wrapping up + biggest takeaways

Introduction to Project:  Introduce 6-in-1 Cube Stamps, project breakdown and work time

afternoon session (1 hour)
Introduction to Project:  Finish 6-in-1 Stamps and make your own stationery set! Can you write a letter on your new stationary set to your partner 

that you worked with this week? What about to yourself about all that you have learned and your biggest takeaways!

Create a Collaborative Word Cloud: ask CITs to answer the following questions in a word or two
What is one thing you will take with you?
How did this week make you feel?
How did you get to where you are now? 
*create a collaborative word cloud of biggest takeaways from the week at https://www.mentimeter.com* 

Closing game: Roses and Thorns to close out the week!



6-in-1 cube stamps
stamp it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

think of patterns like stripes, dots, 
checkerboard, and spiral, then 
plan out the 6 designs you want 
to create. make one for each side 
of the cube!

you can create 
letter shapes too!

make your stamp!
create unique patterns 
for your 6-sided stamp. 

cut simple shapes and 
punch holes from the craft 
foam, and stick them to the 
sides of the cube.

maker checklist 
wood cube (1.5” or 2”)  

sticky-back craft foam 

scissors + hole punch 

printing inks + brayer 

masking tape 

paper or canvas board 

make your stationery! 

cut your note cards 
by cutting a piece of colorful card 
stock into even quarters.

stamp your name or word on 
the top of each note card. 


